
MEDTECH MANUFACTURER LOOKS TO TREAT 
MORE PATIENTS WITH NOVEL DEVICE

CHALLENGE

A market leading device manufacturer with a technology 

platform wanted to investigate new potential market 

opportunities. Historically, this novel technology had been used 

for specific testing and diagnosis procedures for surgery and 

anesthesiology patients. The client’s clinical team believed the 

technology could help change treatment results in other patient 

scenarios. Their instincts told them obstetrics and oncology 

might be suitable medical specialties to pursue, based on 

the technology’s use. But, before making any commitments 

or investments, they wanted fact-based market data and a 

defensible business strategy.

SOLUTION

Applying proprietary strategic market analysis and research 

framework, Navigant used comprehensive data to determine the 

conditions that most needed this technology to improve patient 

outcomes, as well as the prevalence and incidence of each 

condition. The specific patient profiles were isolated that would 

benefit most from the use of the technology.

Interestingly, while obstetrics and oncology showed viable 

use case scenarios for the technology, the most compelling 

opportunity lay in smaller patient segments within one major 

treatment segment—trauma. Research also showed this area 

of medicine was grossly underpenetrated in its use of the 

technology.

Another significant factor in the product’s potential realizable 

market was the fact that clinical data already existed to support 

its value in improving outcomes for trauma care patients. Indeed, 

in many cases, trauma centers already listed the technology 

as a key tool for assessing patient conditions and determining 

treatment options. This compelling evidence created a strong 

case for the technology being promoted from “elective” to 

standard of care.

All told, the real market potential for the medical technology 

represented $70 million in new revenue annually—twice as much 

as it currently garners.

RESULTS

Eager to leverage the findings, the company leadership team 

broadened the scope of work to create a market development 

strategy. In so doing, Navigant identified specific trauma centers 

that showed the most potential use and need for the technology, 

and provided guidance on how to promote the technology 

within these as a standard of care. The long-standing company is 

in the process of implementing these plans.
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About Navigant

Navigant Consulting, Inc. (NYSE: NCI) is a specialized, global professional services 

firm that helps clients take control of their future. Navigant’s professionals apply deep 

industry knowledge, substantive technical expertise, and an enterprising approach 

to help clients build, manage, and/or protect their business interests. With a focus 

on markets and clients facing transformational change and significant regulatory 

or legal pressures, the firm primarily serves clients in the healthcare, energy, and 

financial services industries. Across a range of advisory, consulting, outsourcing, and 

technology/analytics services, Navigant’s practitioners bring sharp insight that pinpoints 

opportunities and delivers powerful results. More information about Navigant can be 

found at navigant.com.
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